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ABSTRACT: This paper reports on the development of a new classification and review study undertaken 

by the author. In general, a blast management process can be considered to have two components, namely 

the design management aspect and implementation management aspect. In turn, design management has 

two sub-components, these are blast design requirements, and blast design and analysis. This paper is 

concerned with blast design requirements and introduces a new Blast Design Requirements (BDR)     

classification system developed by the author. 

     The classification system has a descriptive form and is of a functional type (blast design aid). The 

BDR classification system uses four classification elements: the blast location relative to the earth’s     

surface, the number of different grades of geological materials, the orientation of the free face(s) relative 

to the blastholes, and the number and type of primary blasting objectives. The first three classification   

elements are objective physical attributes and the fourth element relates to technical design objectives. 

The classification has the following format X_XG_XF_XXXO. The classification system was developed 

for surface blast design but has been extended to all geomaterial locations. For example the first X can 

take the values of S for a blast on the Surface, U for an Underground blast and W for an under-Water 

blasting. The G in the classification descriptor stands for grade, the F for free face relationships and O 

stands for technical blasting objectives. 

     The outcome of this paper is a new BDR classification system that anybody can adopt and use to    

improve the quality of their blast design requirements specifications. A simple model is also presented 

that shows the relationship between design management and implementation management in the context 

of a blast management framework. With regard to blast design requirements the following three topics are 

briefly discussed: blasting safety, cost-effectiveness and special site conditions. Detailed discussion is 

provided regarding the six technical blasting objectives: grade control; fragmentation control; profile  

control; muckpile control blasting; damage control; and environmental control blasting. A number of 

blast types have been classified for demonstration purposes and an example ‘BDR Classification and 

Blast Design Statement’ has been compiled. 

     Five important observations are made: The blast management framework outlined consists of a blast 

design management process and blast implementation management process. The first step in the blast   

design management process is to clearly determine the blast design requirements (the subject of this     

paper). Secondly, blast design requirements can be considered to be managerial or technical. For blasting 

operations to be considered to be sustainable they need to consistently and concurrently achieve the  

managerial blasting objectives and the primary technical blasting objectives. Thirdly, there is value in 

spending more time and effort with regard to blast design requirements and the new BDR classification 

system developed makes the process easier, provides design priorities and makes them more explicit. 

Fourthly, performance assessment and recording should be: blasting objective, blast type and blast      

domain specific, this will ensure rich feedback and facilitate accelerated learning. Finally, the approach 

presented here should improve the quality of blast designs and hence blast outcomes leading to          

practitioner and stakeholder satisfaction. It is also expected to assist with lateral thinking (purpose of each 

blasthole) and innovative blast design strategies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The blast management process 

Blasting operations are unique in three important 

ways: they are potentially high consequence, they 

have rapid design and implementation feedback 

cycles, and they occur early in the value chain. 

Because of these three features a blast             

management framework consisting of both a      

design management and implementation         

management are suggested. 

     To achieve sustainable blasting operations or a 

sustainable drill and blast contracting business all 

blasts undertaken must be safe, environmentally 

acceptable and create value. Note that to achieve 

these outcomes any special site conditions must be 

catered for. The process to achieve sustainable 

blasting operations is illustrated in Figure 1 and 

termed the ‘Blast Management Framework’. This 

process has two major components: ‘Blast Design 

Management Process’ and ‘Blast Implementation 

Management Process’. Figure 1 indicates that the 

‘blast design management process’ involves two 

sub-elements, these are blast design requirements, 

and blast design and analysis. Also shown in   

Figure 1 is the ‘blast implementation management 

process’ which involves three time-sequenced  

sub-elements: pre-blast, during blast, and post 

blast. This paper is concerned mainly with blast 

design requirements and the development of a new 

BDR classification system developed by the       

author to assist the blast design process. 

 

Figure 1. Components of a Blast Management  

Framework. 

 

1.2 Blast design and analysis process 

Figure 2 illustrates a systematic blasting engineer-

ing approach for both design and optimisation. 

 

Figure 2. Blast engineering approach to design  

and optimisation (Modified from Scott et al. 2006). 
 
 

     The main features of the blast design and           

optimisation process are illustrated in Figure 2 and 

are now discussed: 

     Planning and design inputs - The blast        

engineering approach is blasting objectives and 

blast domain focused (geology). The inputs are the 

blasting objectives, the blast domain, the site   

conditions and constraints, and tools available at 

the site. A blast master is a plan showing the size, 

orientation and geometry of blasting blocks for 

each bench level in the pit. The blast master for 

the whole bench is prepared prior to the        

commencement of operations on any bench. 

     Blasting objectives - Six technical blasting    

objectives (grade control, fragmentation, profile, 

muckpile, damage and environment) and five 

managerial blasting objectives (safe, legal, value 

adding, special conditions and site constraints) are 

proposed in Figure 3. Operational targets (KPIs) 

are formulated for tracking relevant objectives and 

are used to measure success. 

     Design and analysis - Design is based on site 

experience, design guidelines and any models and 

simulations undertaken. It is needed for each blast 

type in each blasting domain (geology). These 

basic designs are subject to change (tuning) as 

conditions vary within each domain by an agreed 

amount. The drill and blast engineer produces the 

drill pattern design, charge design and the tie-in 

design. Analysis is used to eliminate poor designs 

before they are implemented. The analysis may  

include: explosive energy distribution plots,     

detonation simulation (timing visuals), dynamic 

burden relief, and ground vibration crowding  

(amplification). 

     Blast implementation - First the drill pattern 

design is undertaken, next the charging operation 

is completed and lastly the tie-in design is         

implemented. The implementation should be  

monitored and periodically audited to an agreed 

QA/QC standard. 
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Figure 3. Mine blasting application showing the six technical blasting objectives (Little 2015). 
 
      
     Performance assessment and recording - A 

systematic process of assessing the performance 

and defining the prevailing conditions. Blast      

design must be structured to react adequately to 

the most influential parameters affecting blast    

performance. Performance assessment and         

recording systems should be: blast domain, blast 

type and blasting objective specific, to facilitate 

accelerated learning. 

     Review and optimisation process - The formal 

blast engineering approach as illustrated in Figure 

2 has a number of review components and       

continuous improvement aspects built-in. 

1.3 Technical blasting objectives 

Figure 3 indicates that all blasting must be        

undertaken safely, sustainably and economically. 

Depending on the type of blasting application and 

sensitivity of site location, one or more primary 

blasting objectives can be determined considering 

stakeholder needs. 

     Six technical blasting objectives have been   

defined in Figure 3 and are now discussed in 

clockwise order starting with grade control     

blasting: 

      Grade control blasting – For grade control 

blasting the primary objective is to achieve the 

target tonnage and grade from the economic zones. 

This involves minimising dilution and ore loss. 

     Fragmentation control blasting – By definition 

all blasts fragment the in-situ rock mass. For  

fragmentation control blasting the primary blasting  

objective is to achieve the target post-blast      

fragmentation distribution. 

 
 

     Profile control blasting – Profile control       

involves using blasting to create three dimensional 

space in a previously solid rock. The primary 

blasting objective is to achieve the design profile 

(3D shape) for subsequent activities. Profile     

control in the current context involves ensuring 

that the excavation perimeter is achieved free from 

floor and bench toe. 

     Muckpile control blasting – Most blasted rock 

fragments end up in what we call a muckpile. For 

muckpile control blasting the primary objective is 

to achieve the target three dimensional muckpile 

swell, shape and location. 

     Damage control blasting – Poor blasting can 

reduce in the value of the ore feed and in the      

integrity of adjacent wall rocks. Pit walls have   

inherent strength and may require additional    

support and may compromise safety if damaged. 

Excessive fines can lead to poor recovery and 

lower value product.  Damage control blasting 

aims to address these deleterious effects. 

     Environmental control blasting – Excessive 

airblast, vibration, fumes, dust, flyrock or water 

pollution, can result in blasting being severely    

restricted. The primary blasting objective here is to 

achieve the agreed blast emission criteria to ensure 

blasting operation can continue without further 

constraints.  

1.4 Managerial blasting objectives 

Figure 3 indicates that all blasts need to also     

satisfy the management blasting objectives. That is 

all blasts must be safe, legal, add value, manage 

any special conditions and work within site      
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constraints. It should be noted that, sustainable 

blasting operations will be those that consistently 

achieve both the managerial blasting objectives 

and the primary technical blasting objectives. This 

starts with blast design which is the fundamental 

engineering control to obtain consistent output 

that achieves all relevant blasting objectives.  

Managerial objective related to blasting are: 

     Safe operations – Safety is achieved by a   

combination of a risk aware culture and hazard 

controls. Explosives and standard work health and 

safety management systems, policies, standards 

and procedures. Blasting operations will not be 

sustainable unless they are safe. 

     Legal compliance – From an external           

perspective blasting operations must be legally 

compliant. This involves obtaining all necessary 

approvals and licenses, managing blasting risks, 

and keeping the required legal records and reports. 

     Value adding operations – Blasts add value if 

they create more value than they cost. Wall control 

blast add value if they achieve the design profile 

with limited damage. Mine to mill blasts add value 

if they increase mill throughput and reduce mill 

energy consumption. Throw blasts add value via 

improvements in cast benefit and by enabling an 

increased rate of uncovering coal. Many more   

examples could be given but the point is that   

blasting operations will not be sustainable unless 

they add value to the organisation. 

     Special conditions – Any site special          

conditions must be addressed in the blast design 

otherwise unacceptable safety and environment 

outcomes are likely. Special conditions may be   

related to geology, hydrogeology, atmospheric 

conditions, sensitive environments and existing  

infrastructure. Blasting operations will not be   

sustainable unless they manage the hazards and 

operational complexity (controls) related to the 

any special site conditions. Some special          

conditions related to geological materials are     

presented in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Special conditions related to geomaterials. 

     Site operational constraints – Blasting          

operations are always subject to site operational 

constraints. These include planning constraints, 

for example, blast type, blast location, blast size 

and shape, and blast boundary. The initiation    

systems and bulk products available and       

equipment capabilities and specification also fall 

into this category.  

2 THE NEW BDR CLASSIFICATION 

SYSTEM 

2.1 Why use classification systems? 

Classification is a general process related to      

categorisation, the process in which ideas and    

objects are recognised, differentiated, and         

understood. Categorisation implies that objects are 

grouped into categories, usually for some specific 

purpose. Ideally, a category illuminates a             

relationship between the subjects and objects of 

knowledge. Categorisation is fundamental in 

communication, prediction, inference, decision 

making and in all kinds of environmental            

interaction. A classification system is an approach 

to accomplishing classification. 

      The benefits of classification systems are in: 

     providing common basis for communication 

     improving the quality of requirements           

investigations by calling for the minimum     

input data as classification parameters 

   providing qualitative or quantitative              

information to support function design       

purposes 

   enabling better engineering judgement and 

priorities 

   enabling learning to be better focused (within 

classes) 

2.2 Form and type of classification systems 

Many classification systems are in the literature 

and each will have a name, form and type,          

intended application area and a developer. Table 1 

presents the new BDR classification system in 

terms of the above descriptors along with two 

well-known classification systems chosen solely 

for comparison purposes. 

     Examples of form include: 

    Descriptive form - the input to the system is 

mainly based on descriptions 

    Numerical form - the input parameters are   

given numerical ratings according to their 

character 
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Table 1 BDR classification system features with two other examples for comparison. 

 

Name of       

classification 

system 

Forms and type Main application Reference 

Blast Design  

Requirements 

(BDR)  

classification 

system 

Descriptive form 

Functional type 

For input into the 

blast design process. 

Little 2017 

(This paper) 

Rock quality 

designation 

(RQD) 

Numerical form 

General type 

Based on core     

logging used in   

other classification   

systems 

Deere et al. 

1967 

Rock Mass     

Rating (RMR) 

classification 

system 

Numerical form 

Functional type 

For use in tunnel, 

mine and  

foundation design. 

Bieniawski 

1973 

 
 

    Behaviouristic form - the input is based on the 

behaviour of the rock mass 

 

       Examples of type include: 

       General type - the system is worked out to 

serve as a general characterisation 

       Functional type - the system is structured for a 

special application (for example rock support) 

2.3 The new BDR classification system 

The BDR classification system uses four          

classification elements: the blast location relative 

to the earth’s surface, the number of different 

grades of geological materials, the orientation of 

the free face relative to the blastholes, and the 

number and type of primary blasting objectives. 

The first three classification elements are objective 

physical properties and the fourth relates to    

technical blast design objectives. 

     The classification has the following format 

X_XG_XF_XXXO. 

X-Blast location relative to the earth’s surface: 

     This is a new classification element which     

relates to the blast location. Only three options 

have been proposed. The X in the 

X_XG_XF_XXXO can take the values of S for a 

blast on the Surface, U for an Underground blast 

and W for an under Water blast. 

 

XG-Number of different grade geological         

materials in a blast: 

     In this paper the term bulk blast is used when 

two or more blocks of materials with different 

grade categories (eg high grade, low grade, waste) 

are shot in the same blast. In contrast, the term   

selective blast is used for a blast containing only 

one grade category (eg high grade ore). The X in 

the XG can be S or M with the following       

meanings: 

     SG – Single grade blast 

     MG – More than one grade of material in the 

blast 

XF-Orientation of the free face: 

     A distinction is also made as to the orientation 

of the free face (F), the three general classes are: 

horizontal (eg paddock blast), vertical (eg bench 

blast) and combination (eg sub-vertical and      

horizontal within the same blast). The X in the XF 

can be H, V, O or A with the following          

meanings: 

       HF – Horizontal free face with blasthole    

perpendicular to the free face 

       VF – Vertical (or sub-vertical) free face with 

blasthole parallel to the free face 

       OF – Horizontal or vertical free face (form of 

short hand) 

       AF – Horizontal and vertical free face      

(complex free face conditions) 
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Figure 5. Grade control as the highest priority technical blasting objective (Modified from Little 2015). 

 

XXXO-Number and type of primary blasting      

objective in priority order: 

     The BDR system allows up to six primary 

blasting objectives but it is generally limited to 

three primary objectives. It should be clear that the 

more primary blasting objectives the more      

complex the design. The X’s in the XXXO can be 

any one of the following, but repetition is not 

permitted: 

     G – Grade control 

     F – Fragmentation control 

     M – Muckpile control 

     D – Damage control 

     E – Environmental control 

     P – Profile control 

Four examples are explained: 

     GO – Grade control is the only primary    

blasting objective 

   GDO – Grade and damage control are the two 

concurrent primary blasting objectives 

   GFO – Grade and fragmentation control are 

the two concurrent primary blasting objectives 

   GMDO – Grade, muckpile and damage control 

are the three concurrent primary blasting     

objectives in priority order 

Some basic blasting objective rules: 

   all blasts will have one or more technical    

primary blasting objective(s) and these are 

listed in priority order 

   primary blasting objective implies that it needs 

to be explicitly addressed during the blast     

design process 

   blasting objectives that are relevant but not  

considered to be primary for a particular        

application are termed secondary 

   all relevant secondary blasting objectives need 

to be kept within acceptable levels 

   if any of the primary blasting objectives are 

not met the blast would be considered to be 

less than adequate 

3 CLASSIFICATION OF GRADE CONTROL 

BLASTS 

3.1 Grade control objectives and classification 

Grade control can be achieved by using selective 

or bulk blasting techniques (Little 2015). In this 

paper selective blasting involves blasting only one 

grade category at a time e.g. ore, waste or coal. 

Conversely bulk blasting involves blasting more 

than one grade category at a time e.g. high grade 

and low grade, ore and waste, or overburden and 

coal. Three selective blasting examples and seven 

bulk blasting strategies for grade control are 

shown in Figure 5. 

3.2 Operational targets and grade control 

criteria specification 

The full range of grade control activities include: 

reserves, drilling and sampling, assaying, pre-blast 

modelling, ore block design, blasting, post-blast 

modelling, ore mark out, excavating, stockpiling, 

processing, and reconciliation. Mines generally 

aim to minimise the dilution percentages unless 

profitability can be improved by taking a less     

selective approach to mining. Four sources of     

dilution have been identified in the literature   

(Bertinshaw & Lipton 2007). Type 1 - dilution due 

to geometry differences between the excavation 

equipment and the geometry of the ore boundaries. 

Type 2 - dilution due to uncertainty in knowledge 

of the in-situ ore boundaries. Type 3 - dilution due 

to blast movement. Type 4 - dilution due to mining 
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Table 2. Blasts that have grade control as the highest priority primary blasting objective. 

 

Blast type Classification Primary blasting objectives 

Selective      

paddock blasting  

S_SG_HF_GO The primary blasting objective is grade    

control (minimise dilution and ore loss) using 

selective paddock blasts. 

Selective bench 

blasting  

S_SG_VF_GO The primary blasting objective is grade     

control (minimise dilution and ore loss) using 

bench blasting. 

Coal blasting S_SG_OF_GDO Coal blasting can use bench or paddock 

methods to control coal loss and use design 

to avoid blast induced coal fines. 

Through seam 

blasting  

S_MG_HF_GDFO The aim is to protect the coal by having 

waste sections of the blasthole charged and 

coal seam avoided using deck loading. 

Bulk paddock 

blasting 

S_MG_HF_GO All blocks (ore and waste) fired in one blast 

to horizontal free face - post blast ore          

location is controlled or monitored. 

Segregation 

blasting 

S_MG_HF_GMO Grade control and a muckpile control - the 

method involves segregating ore and waste 

muckpiles using blast design. 

Deck blasting 

(for grade     

control) 

S_MG_VF_GFO Deck loading is used to achieve the grade 

control objective with the leverage being the 

ability to separate ore and waste. 

Bulk bench 

blasting 

S_MG_VF_GO This is a very common grade control blasting 

technique that targets grade control and      

utilizes a vertical free face. 

Differential 

blasting 

S_MG_OF_GFO Two primary blasting objectives need to be 

optimised - they are grade control and     

fragmentation control in the ore zones. 

Multi-objective 

multi-layer   

blasting 

S_MG_AF_GMEO A complex blast which involves grade      

control in the coal zone and interburden, 

muckpile control in the overburden (cast 

benefit and stand-up) and also environmental 

control. 

 

errors. The remainder of this discussion will deal 

only with Type 3 dilution - this is the result of 

mixing waste and ore which occurs as the result of 

throw and heave during blasting. It is an expected 

consequence of blasting but is difficult to predict 

due to the large number of variables that control 

fragmentation and muckpile characteristics. There 

are a number of factors that contribute to the  

magnitude and direction of movement during 

blasting. These include blast design parameters, 

rock mass characteristics and blast area         

boundary conditions. The best approach to       

minimising dilution and ore loss is to measure 

blast movements, develop robust post blast        

dig designs, and reconcile dilution and ore loss. 

Reconciliation involves comparison of predicted 

tonnes and grade with actual produced tonnes    

and grade. It can be used to increase accuracy      

of forward planning, improve knowledge of       

the ore body, justify better blasting strategies      

and   design   parameters   and   explain          

problems. 
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Table 3. Blasts that have fragmentation control as the highest priority blasting objective. 

 

Blast type Classification Primary blasting objectives 

Matched size 

reduction 

S_SG_OF_FMO Fragmentation to match digging equipment 

(waste) and crushing requirements - this is a 

‘mine to mill’ approach and aims to decrease 

downstream mining and processing costs. 

Fines reduction 

blasting 

S_SG_OF_FEO Reduce generation of fines - ensure no crush 

zone around each blasthole by explosive           

selection and control blast emissions. 

Armour & 

Riprap       

production 

S_SG_VF_FDO Fragmentation to generate maximum yield of 

large fragments - this is called Riprap blasting or 

Armour rock blasting. 

Caprock    

blasting 

S_SG_HF_FEO Better distribution of charge so that more charge 

is in hard zone in collar region of blast pattern. 

Ultra-high   

energy blasting 

S_SG_HF_FGEO This approach uses ultra-high powder factors in a 

controlled manner - the aim is to decrease down-

stream mining and processing costs in a cost    

effective manner. 

Heap leach 

feed blasting 

recovery      

enhancement 

S_SG_OF_FGO The primary objective is to reduce the mean 

fragment size and second primary objective      

relates to creating more and longer micro-

fractures in the fragments to increase metal      

recovery. 

 
4 CLASSIFICATION OF FRAGMENTATION 

CONTROL BLASTS 

4.1 Fragmentation control objectives and 

classification 

An outcome of all rock blasting operations is the 

fragmentation of the rock mass. For fragmentation 

control to be a primary objective the required 

fragmentation distribution (or upper / lower limits) 

must be specifically targeted in the blast design. 

Examples where fragmentation control is the  

highest priority technical blasting objective are 

given in Table 3. Each blast type is classified     

using the BDR classification system and primary 

technical blasting objectives. It is important to 

note that the optimum size depends on the         

requirements of the downstream processes or the 

end use. 

4.2 Operational targets and fragmentation 

criteria specification 

Figure 6 lists the operational targets and criteria 

for each blast type in Table 3. A wide range of  

operational targets relating to fragmentation are 

included, some related to the top size fraction (e.g. 

dig times, fill factors, and oversize) and others    

relate to the fines fraction (e.g. grinding, leaching 

and price). 

5 CLASSIFICATION OF PROFILE 

CONTROL BLASTS 

5.1 Profile control objectives and classification 

The aim is to achieve the three dimensional design 

profile. How to develop and control the split       

direction is the key to profile control blasting. 

Figure 7 illustrates six ways to achieve profile 

control and their classification is presented in   

Table 4. 

5.2 Operational targets and criteria 

specification 

Table 5 presents a way of evaluating profile     

control blasting. The design achievement approach 

(CSIRO 2009)   rates  the  conformance  to  design  
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Figure 6. Fragmentation targets and criteria. 

 

Figure 7. Profile control treatment techniques that involve drilling. 
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Table 4. Blasts that have profile control as the highest priority primary blasting objective. 

 

Blast type Classification Primary blasting objectives 

Line drilling 

(non-charged 

guide holes) 

Not classified The primary drilling objectives is to 

create a line of weakness on the      

design profile. 

Slot drilling Not classified This technique creates the dimension 

stone boundary. 

Guide holes 

(charged) 

S_SG_VF_PDO The aim is to use guide holes in      

difficult regions to create a weak zone 

to arrest crack on the design profile. 

Pre-split and  

mid-split blast 

(bench blast) 

S_SG_VF_PDO The aim is to create an open crack or 

thin weak zone on the design profile 

(P) without damaging the wall (D). 

Fracture control 

(notched 

blastholes etc.) 

S_SG_VF_PDO Similar to a pre-split blast but with 

slightly increased spacing due to    

enhanced fracture techniques. 

Post-split blast S_SG_VF_PDO The aim is to create the design profile 

with limited damage with a blast after 

the main blasting event. 

 

Table 5. Design achievement (Fc) rating descriptors (Sources: CSIRO 2009). 

 

Component 

(weighting) 

Assigned value Comments 

Bench face angle 

(50%) 

≥Design 

Design -30 

Design -50 

Design -100 

50 

25 

10 

0 

Achieved overall bench face   

angle relative to design. 

Bench width  

(40%) 

≥Design 

Design -1 m 

Design -2 m 

Design -3 m 

Design -5 m 

40 

35 

25 

15 

0 

Achieved average bench width 

relative to design. 

Toe position  

(10%) 

On design 

Design -1 m 

Design -2 m 

Design -3 m 

10 

8 

5 

0 

Is the design toe being achieved? 

 

(and not blast damage). The rating system uses 

three weighted components, namely: bench face 

angle (50% weighting), bench width (40% 

weighting) and toe position (10% weighting). The 

target is to obtain a rating of over 70% for         

acceptable results but this system, or a similar site 

specific system, could be used to drive exceptional 

results, say 95%. 
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Table 6. Blasting applications where muckpile location and characteristics have economic sensitivity. 

 

Blast types Classification Primary blasting objectives 

Muckpile for        

diggability 

S_SG_VF_MFO Match muckpile profile to loading  

equipment - it is the balance of         

fragmentation and muckpile looseness 

that maximises mining equipment   

productivity. 

Throw (or cast)   

blasting 

S_SG_VF_MFDO This involves complex blast design - 

throw blasting has four primary blasting 

objectives. 

Directional blasting S_SG_AF_MFO Civil applications - China uses this   

method extensively in mountainous areas. 

 

Figure 8. The anatomy of a muckpile (Modified from Hanspal et al. 1995). 
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Table 7. Operational targets and typical criteria for muckpile control blasting.   

 

Blast types Operational target  Criteria (Typical units and 

values 

Muckpile for          

diggability   

Shovel (Excavator) dig rate.    4000 t/h (P&H 4100).   

Throw (or cast)     

blasting 

Cast benefit – single pass      

operations.  

Coal exposure rate (CER). 

Cast benefit 35%. 

CER (m/h) [= Excavation rate 

(bcm/h) / excavation volume 

(bcm/m)]. 

Directional blasting  Material displaced primarily in 

one direction and over a given 

distance. 

Centre of gravity displaced (m) 

in required direction.   

 

6 CLASSIFICATION OF MUCKPILE 

CONTROL BLASTS 

6.1 Muckpile control objectives and 

classification 

The outcome of all rock blasting operation is a pile 

of broken rock – this is often called the muckpile. 

For muckpile control the primary blasting          

objective is to achieve the target three dimensional 

muckpile swell, shape and location. If this can be 

consistently achieved project economics can be 

improved. In a metal mining and quarrying context 

this means the operating costs for load and haul 

can be reduced. In a throw blasting context this 

means less primary waste to move (reduced costs) 

and more rapid coal excavation (improved        

revenue). 

     The data required to design blasts to achieve 

muckpile control falls into two main categories; 

the rock mass geomechanical properties and the 

equipment specifications and operating practices. 

6.2 Operational targets and muckpile criteria 

specification 

Figure 8 illustrates that there are five ways of     

directly describing muckpile characteristics, they 

are physical, geometric, chemical, grade and     

mechanical features. In addition loading system 

performance can be used to indirectly evaluate 

muckpile characteristics. Table 7 lists the          

operational targets and typical criteria for the three 

types of muckpile control blasts discussed in      

Table 6. 

7 CLASSIFICATION OF DAMAGE 

CONTROL BLASTS 

7.1 Damage control objectives and classification 

The outcome of all rock blasting operation is 

fragmentation of the rock mass. At times this 

fragmentation process leads to unwanted damage 

to part of the material being blasted or to the pit 

walls. Although blasting remains the most          

inexpensive method of fragmentation in hard-rock 

mining, the significance of the costs of           

blast-induced rock-mass damage in terms of    

mining efficiency and safety is becoming             

increasingly recognised. For damage control to be 

a primary blasting objective, it must be specifically 

targeted in the blast design. Three main types of 

damage are considered: excavation perimeter rock 

damage, valuable geomaterial damage and the 

generation of less valuable fines. Five damage 

control blast types have been classified in Table 8. 

7.2 Operational targets and damage criteria 

specification  

A number of different techniques for directly or 

indirectly determining damage due to blasting or 

the extent of the damaged zone have been reported 

in the literature. These can be grouped into    

borehole methods, visual observations and         

descriptions, and surface monitoring methods. Ten 

methods have been outlined and discussed in   

Figure 9. Table 9 presents a way of evaluating 

damage control blasting. The face condition      

approach  (CSIRO 2009)  rates the face conditions  
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Table 8. Blasts that have damage control as the highest priority blasting objective. 

 

Blast type Classification Primary blasting objectives 

Trim blasting S_SG_VF_DPFO The aim is to minimise damage to the wall and 

berms - also to achieve the design profile and 

acceptable fragmentation of in-pit rock. 

Buffer blasting S_SG_VF_DFO The aim is to minimise damage to the wall and 

berms - this is achieved by leaving a partly 

fragmented buffer which is excavated by  

‘digging to hard’ using excavator equipment. 

Modified      

production blast 

S_MG_VF_DFGO This is a complex design option and if       

successful would provide significant economic 

opportunity - the blast is successful if all four 

primary blasting objectives can be achieved 

simultaneously. 

Mineral value 

protection    

blasting 

S_MG_ OF_DFO The value of gemstones and dimension stones 

is decreased if damaged by blasting - the aim 

is to limit damage (cracking) to valuable   

mineral or rock and to liberate (fragment) the 

valuable material from the waste or rockmass. 

Fines reduction 

blasting 

S_SG_ OF_DFO The value of coal fines and iron ore fines is 

less than that of the coarser fractions - the aim 

is to limit damage (generation of fines) and to 

achieve the required degree of fragmentation. 

 

 

Figure 9. Methods of damage assessment and typical criteria used. 
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Table 9. Face condition (Fc) descriptors (Sources: CSIRO 2009). 

 

Component 

(weighting) 

Assigned value Comments 

Half-barrels visible 

(20%) 

≥80% 

70 – 80% 

60 – 70% 

50 - 60% 

30 - 50% 

10 - 30% 

<10% 

20 

15 

12 

8 

5 

2 

0 

If half barrels only visible in lower 

part of the bench reduce by 5-10 

points. 

Intact rock breakage 

(15%) 

<1 m3 

>5 m3 

15 

0 

Subjective evaluation, interpolate 

between 0-15. 

Open joints (10%) All closed 

Many open 

10 

0 

Subjective evaluation, interpolate 

between 0-10. 

Loose material on 

face (10%) 

No blocks 

Few small blocks 

Large blocks 

Many blocks 

20 

15 

10 

0 

Assess in terms of rockfall hazards. 

Face profile (in    

section) (20%) 

Straight 

Hard toe 

Overhang crest 

Irregular face 

20 

10 

5 

0 

Shape of face is basis for variation. 

Crest condition 

(15%) 

Achieved 

<1m loss 

1-2 m loss 

2-3 m loss 

>3 m loss 

15 

12 

10 

5 

0 

 

For loose rock on crest deduct 0-5 

points more. 

 
(related blast damage). The rating system uses six 

weighted components, namely: half-barrels (20% 

weighting), intact rock breakage (15%), Open 

joints (10%), loose material on face (10%), face 

profile (20%) and crest condition (15%). The    

target is to obtain a rating of over 70% for         

acceptable results but this system, or a similar site 

specific system, could be used to drive exceptional 

results, say 95%. 

8 CLASSIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONTROL BLASTS 

8.1 Environmental control objectives and 

classification 

All designs need to consider unwanted blast   

emissions. In some locations and with some blast 

types this is of paramount importance and if not 

controlled, regulatory intervention could stop 

blasting operations altogether. For these            

operations environmental control of blast       

emissions can be considered as the primary    

blasting objective and must be designed to ensure 

acceptable performance, compliance and safety. 

Figure 10 illustrates the six main blasting       

emissions from surface blasts and Table 10       

provides classification and blasting objective      

information for them and also for underwater 

blasting. 

8.2 Operational targets and environmental 

criteria specification 

Each emission can have quantitative or qualitative 

acceptance criteria applied in contracts or by     

legislation and blast diagnostics can be used to  

determine the cause of any excessive emissions. 

Infrastructure damage assessment can be           

undertaken if any damage from airblast, vibration 
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Figure 10. Six surface blasting emissions. 

 

Table 10. Environment sensitive blast classified using the BDR classification system. 

 

Blast type Classification Primary blasting objectives 

Airblast sensitive 

blast 

S_SG_OF_EO Blast where the SLTO demands   

airblast management. 

Dust sensitive blast S_SG_OF_EO Blast where the SLTO demands 

dust management. 

Flyrock sensitive 

blast 

S_SG_OF_EO Avoid public safety and              

infrastructure damage risks. 

Fume sensitive blast S_SG_VF_EO Blast where the SLTO demands 

fume management. 

Ground vibration 

damage sensitive 

blast 

S_SG_OF_EDO Blast where the infrastructure    

protection requires vibration     

control. 

Blast in water      

pollution sensitive 

environments 

S_SG_OF_EO Blast where the SLTO demands 

water pollution management. 

Underwater blast W_SG_OF_EDO Undertake the blast and control 

blast pressure. 

 Legend: SLTO means Social Licence to Operate 
 

or flyrock occurs and will require compensation. 

Design approaches to reduce targeted blast     

emissions are fairly well known and should be 

able to be undertaken without compromising other 

primary blasting objectives. Table 11 provides 

measurement techniques and example criteria for 

each of the seven blast emissions listed in          

Table 10. 

9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The outcome of following the approach suggested 
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Table 11. Blast types and environmental emission measurement and criteria. 

 

Blast type Measurement and Units Example criteria 

Airblast sensitive 

blast 

Monitored using a              

microphone (dBL). 

95% <115 dBL (never > 

120 dBL). 

Dust sensitive blast Visual assessment. Dust  

monitoring in (mg/m3)       

milligram per cubic metre. 

Inhalable dust <10 

mg/m3. 

Respirable dust < 5 

mg/m3. 

Flyrock sensitive 

blast 

Survey the distance (m),      

direction (deg), size (kg) and 

shape of landed fragments. 

Restricted to inside blast 

exclusion zone eg 600 

m. 

Fume sensitive 

blast 

Visual rating system (Level 0 

to 5). Measured with gas     

detector (ppm). 

NO2 5 ppm (STEL). 

NO 35 ppm (STEL). 

Ground vibration 

damage sensitive 

blast 

Monitored using geophones 

or accelerometers (mm/s). 

95% <5 mm/s (never 

>10 mm/s). 

Weak rock damage > 

300 mm/s. 

Blasting near water 

pollution sensitive 

areas 

Dispersion of ammonia and 

nitrate in water could have 

toxic effects on fish. 

Nitrates levels < 13 to 

16 mg/L. 

Ammonia levels < 0.019 

mg/L. 

Underwater blast Peak pressure can be     

measured with hydrophone 

(kPa). 

 

< 40 kPa human and  

animals (AS2187.2). 

 

in this paper will be production of a blast design 

requirements statement. See example in Table 12. 

     Based on this current work a number of        

important observations are made: 

       The blast management framework outlined 

consists of a blast design management      

process and blast implementation             

management process.  The first step in the 

blast design management process is to clearly 

determine the blast design requirements (the 

subject of this paper). 

       Blast design requirements can be considered 

to be managerial or technical. For blasting 

operations to be considered to be sustainable 

they need to consistently and concurrently 

achieve the managerial blasting objectives 

and the primary technical blasting objectives. 

       There is value in spending more time and   

effort with regard to blast design                 

requirements and the new BDR classification 

system developed makes the process easier, 

provides design priorities and makes them 

more explicit. 

       Performance assessment and recording 

should be: blasting objective, blast type and 

blast domain specific, this will ensure deep 

and meaningful feedback and facilitate       

accelerated learning. 

       The approach presented here should improve 

the quality of blast designs and hence blast 

outcomes leading to practitioner and       

stakeholder satisfaction. It is also expected to 

assist with lateral thinking (purpose of each 

blasthole) and innovative blast design      

strategies. 
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Table 12. An example of a BDR classification and blast design statement.  

 

BDR CLASSIFICATION AND BLAST DESIGN STATEMENT 

PIT: 

BLAST DOMAIN: 

BLAST NUMBER: 

BLAST TYPE: Modified production blast (implying and near a final wall) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: Prism displacement monitoring indicate that slopes        

(weathering profile present) are sensitive to blasting activities. 

SITE CONSTRAINTS: No additional restriction or constraints. 

BLAST DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CLASSIFICATION: S_MG_VF_DGEFO 

S - surface blast. 

MG - ore and waste in the production blast area of the blast. 

VF- vertical or sub-vertical free face parallel to drillholes. 

D - damage prevention is first priority blast objective in the wall region (trim blast design 

required). 

G - grade control is the second highest primary blasting objective in this case bulk blasting 

of ore and waste will be undertaken and selective ore digging is required. 

E - environmental control is required, in this case vibrations must be limited in sensitive 

slope locations. 

F - fragmentation control is the lowest priority primary blasting objective but needs to be 

acceptable. 

O - objectives, or in full, technical primary blasting objectives. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

High fidelity computer simulations of the blasting 

process have been done for many years (Preece et 

al. 1996, Thorne et al. 1990, Jensen & Preece 

1999). The computer program AUTODYN 

(ANSYS Inc. 2010), in particular, has been used 

for many studies of explosive effects on rock in 

traditional blasting as well as other applications 

(Holcomb et al. 2005, Preece 2006 & 2007, Berg 

& Preece 2004, Preece & Chung 2003, Tawadrous 

& Preece 2011). All of these studies employ the 

RHT Brittle Material Failure model (Reidel et al. 

1999). 

    
     Figure 1 illustrates the three high fidelity       

axisymmetric AUTODYN models used in this   

air-deck study. The first is a full column of        

explosive with the booster located 1.0 ft. (304.8 

mm) from the bottom of the hole. The second 

model has a 3 ft. (914 mm) air-deck interfacing  

directly with the ANFO explosive and the third 

model has an inert sand stemming between the  

explosive and the air-deck. The second and third 

models have the booster initiation point 6 ft. (1.83 

m) above the bottom of the blasthole. This places 

it 3 ft. (0.914 m) above the stemming giving space 

for the run up to full detonation. 

High fidelity computer modelling of air-deck behaviour             

during rock blasting 
 
D.S. Preece & R. Yang 
Orica Mining Services, Watkins, CO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT: Shock wave physics is an important part of air-deck behaviour since the bulk explosives in 

the column impart a shock into the air-deck where the air shock then passes through the air-deck at a    

velocity approximately equal to the explosive VOD. Through both high-fidelity modelling and shock 

physics theory it is shown that the resulting pressure in the air-deck is two orders of magnitude less than 

the detonation pressure of the explosive. The induced air blast reflects from the bottom of the borehole 

and this reflected pressure, even though doubled, is still approximately two orders of magnitude less than 

the detonation pressure. Air-shocks will ring back and forth in the air-deck for a few 10s of milliseconds 

while the adjacent explosive column(s) are detonating. Transmission of the initial shock through the air 

along with reflections is an intensive energy consuming process. Replacing high energy explosives with 

zero energy air-decks in a blasthole will always have a negative impact on the adjacent rock              

fragmentation and movement. 
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Figure 1. Three different configurations of the blasthole that were modelled. 

 

Table 1. Equation of State Parameters for ANFO. 
 

Parameter  Value Units 

Equation of State JWL  

Reference Density 0.931  g/cm3 

Parameter A 4.946E7  kPa 

Parameter B 1.891E6  kPa 

Parameter R1 3.907  

Parameter R2 1.1180  

Parameter W 0.33333  

C-J VoD 4160 m/s 

C-J Energy/unit-vol 2.484E6 kJ/m3 

C-J Pressure 5.15E6 kPa 

 

 

     The explosive employed in these simulations is 

ANFO, the characteristics of which are presented 

in Table 1. Air is treated as an ideal gas with a 

density of 1.225E-3 g/cm3, and a gamma of 1.4. 

The rock is treated as a medium strength concrete 

with the RHT brittle material model (Riedel et al. 

1999). Stemming is modelled as sand with a   

compaction material model that has been proven 

reliable in other studies (Risenmay et al. 2005). 

2 AUTODYN SIMULATIONS 

The first case from Figure 1 to be considered is the 

detonation of the ‘full column explosive’. This 

simulation focused on the bottom of the borehole 

with the booster and air-deck. This was done to  

increase the modelling resolution in that area. 

There is a slight impact on the damage at the top 

of the model indicated by a smaller diameter of the 

damaged zone. This is a result of not treating the 

entire length of the blasthole in the model. 

     The next case considered is the ‘full column 

explosive with air-deck’ from Figure 1. This     

scenario is impossible to implement in the field 

but was simulated to provide information for  

comparison  with  the shock physics study by Yang 

 

and Preece (2017). It also provides the ideal case 

for how an air-deck is perceived to function and 

will provide a significant contrast to what is     

usually implemented in the field. 

     The final case from Figure 1 is ‘full column 

explosive with air-deck and stemming’. This case 

is what is usually implemented in the field with a 

stemming deck between the explosives and the  

air-deck. 
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Figure 2 (left). Detonation of the full column of explosive 1.0 ms following initiation. Grayscale plot of    

pressure.  

Figure 3 (right). Rock damage at 2.5 ms induced by detonation. Grayscale plot of damage scaling from 0 to 1, 

with 0 being intact rock and 1 totally broken rock. 

 

 

Figure 4. Pressure induced in the air-deck by the detonation of ANFO from above. Stationary gauge points along 

the axis of the borehole are indicated by diamond shapes and numbers. The pressure range in kPa is indicated by 

the grayscale bar and corresponding pressures. The maximum and minimum pressures are also shown as       

converted to psi. It is very important to note that the pressure ranges on the grayscale-bar have been 

changed/adjusted at each time to best capture the shock phenomena that is occurring. 
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3 FULL COLUMN EXPLOSIVE 

Detonation pressure from this case is shown in 

Figure 2. Induced damage (broken rock or     

fragmented zone) following detonation of the    

entire blasthole is given in Figure 3. The           

detonation velocity and pressure for ANFO were 

determined by analysis of the simulation results to 

be 4208 m/s (1.3804E4 ft/s) and 3.51E6 kPa 

(5.01E5 psi). 

4 FULL COLUMN EXPLOSIVE WITH     

AIR-DECK 

Figure 4 illustrates detonation and shock wave 

transmission through the model with an air-deck at 

the bottom. This is a very complex process. At 

time 0.25 ms the detonation wave is approaching 

the air- deck from above. At time 0.35 ms the 

wave has passed through the air/explosive          

interface. Since air is much less dense than the 

virgin explosive a compressive wave is reflected 

back upward into the explosive detonation     

products. This substantially reduces the explosive 

energy that enters the air-deck. This wave is     

manifested by the higher pressure dome above the 

explosive/air interface. Also note that the outward 

deformation/expansion of the borehole essentially 

terminates at the original explosive/air interface, 

another indicator of a drastic reduction of energy 

going out into the adjacent rock. 

     Due to the significant difference in the density 

of the explosion by products and air (explosive by 

products being higher) there is little initial mixing 

of the explosive gases and air. The line separating 

the two is evident as it progresses downward 

across the gauge points. At 0.35 ms the grayscale 

gradation dome that goes upward from gauges 4 to 

1 is indicative of the waves reflecting off of the 

outside edges of the borehole in the air-deck. 

These waves will converge back on the centre and 

self-bounce back outward towards the edge of the 

borehole. 

     This ringing of the waves between the centre 

and outer surface of the borehole happens several 

times while the wave energy is attenuating and is 

evident in the remainder of the timed images. It is 

evident at times 0.4 and 0.45 ms that the pressure 

wave moving downward in the air-deck has     

substantially less pressure than was available in 

the detonating column of explosive. From the 

grayscale-bar, the pressure immediately below the 

explosive/air line is 2.391E4 kPa (3.47E3 psi). 

This indicates that the pressure in the air-deck is a 

factor of 0.0046 less than the CJ pressure of 

7.47E5 psi for ANFO. Hence, the lack of outward 

expansion of the borehole wall in the air-deck. 
 

     Figure 5 illustrates the pressure histories at the 

gauge points for this case. Yang & Preece (2017) 

used shock physics theory to calculate the initial 

pressure in the air immediately below the           

explosive/air interface to be ~1.0 % of the CJ  

pressure. This pressure of 7.47E3 psi is reached by 

the incident pressure pulse at gauges 3 and beyond 

in the AUTODYN simulation. The fact that it 

doesn’t happen at gauge 1 is likely due to this    

discretised computational approach to shock  

physics which is prone to smearing effects.    

However, the fact that this pressure is reached in 

the air-deck is a significant point of validation for 

this work because both the theoretical and       

computational methods used to analyse this     

phenomena give the same results. 
 

     Reflection of the air blast from the sides of the 

blasthole is evident in the immediate oscillations 

following the first arrival of the air blast. The   

second major oscillation, which happens sooner 

for gauges closer to the blasthole bottom, is the  

result of the reflection of the air blast from the  

bottom of the blasthole. This corresponds to the 

reflection and pressure increase seen from times 

0.5 ms to 0.8 ms in Figure 4. 
 

     The air blast wave induced at the top of the   

air-deck has arrival times at gauges 1 and 2 of 

0.298 ms and 0.315 ms respectively. The gauges 

are 88mm apart which gives an air blast velocity 

of 5176 m/s (16983 ft/s). Yang & Preece (2017) 

also used shock physics theory to calculate the   

velocity of the incident pressure pulse propagating 

in the air-deck as 5702 m/s (18707 ft/s). There is a 

9% difference here but the two predictions are 

both greater than the detonation velocity. This 

relatively close correlation between air blast       

velocities determined by two very different   

methods is another point of validation for this 

work. 
 

     A physical phenomena that has been touted as a 

reason for air-decks in blastholes is that the air 

blast produced by the detonating explosive within 

the air-deck will buffer the detonation effects over 

time and that the reverberation of the air blast     

reflecting from the sides and bottom of the 

blasthole will approximately double the air blast 

pressure at later times to spread the explosive     

effects out over time (Jhanwar 2011). 
 

     A serious flaw in this thinking is that the shock 

wave produced in the air attenuates very rapidly, 

as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 also     

illustrates  the  reflection  of  the  air blast from the  
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Figure 5. Pressure histories at gauge points in the air-deck - full column explosive with air-deck. 

 

 

Figure 6. Damage induced in the air-deck region of the blasthole at 8.0 ms (a) with air-deck. (b) full column. 
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Figure 7. Pressure induced in the stemming and air-deck by the detonation of ANFO from above. Stationary 

gauge points along the axis of the borehole are indicated by diamond shapes and numbers. The pressure range 

in kPa is indicated by the grayscale bar and corresponding pressures. The maximum and minimum pressures 

are also shown as converted to psi. It is very important to note that the pressure ranges on the grayscale-bar 

have been changed/adjusted at each time to best capture the shock phenomena that is occurring. 

 

bottom of the blasthole beginning at time 0.5 ms 

and continuing through 0.8 ms. The reflected  

pressure has a peak of ~8.0E4 psi (5.54E5 kPa), 

which is ~10% of the C-J pressure in the           

explosive, but the pulse lasts only a few            

milliseconds. An important aspect of explosives 

effects on rock and concrete is the impulse, which 

is force (pressure) multiplied by the time of       

application (Bulson 1997). Due to the low      

pressure and short application time the reflected 

air blast results in only a small amount of       

fragmentation/damage in the rock mass. Figure 6 

presents the simulated damage at the bottom of the 

air-deck at the end of the reflection of the air blast 

from the bottom of the borehole (8.0 ms). The 

small effect on the borehole wall by the reflected 

shock wave is evident. It is also evident that   

compared with the damage induced by the ‘full 

column explosive’, the damage in the rock         

adjacent to the air-deck is non-existent. 

     This is due to the previously mentioned causes: 

1) reflection of substantial explosive energy back 

into the explosive due to the density difference in 

densities between air and explosive, 2) rapid       

attenuation of the air pressure and velocity in the 

air-deck, and 3) the very short duration of the 

pressure spike resulting from reflection of the air 

blast from the blasthole bottom. 

5 FULL COLUMN EXPLOSIVE WITH     

AIR-DECK AND STEMMING 

The final AUTODYN simulation that will be 

examined is the ‘full column explosive with      

air-deck and stemming’, shown in Figure 1. This is 

the case that will exist in some form in all field 

applications of air-decks. Figure 7 illustrates the 

interaction of the detonation induced shock wave 

with the stemming and air-deck. In this case the 

stemming is treated with the Eulerian frame-of-

reference and a ‘Sand’ compaction material model. 

     The advance of the detonation wave down the 

explosive column toward the stemming block is 

evident at time 0.20 ms. Transmission of the shock 

wave into and through the stemming can be seen 

at times 0.25 ms and 0.45 ms. Reflection at the 

stemming/air interface of a significant portion of 

the wave energy back into the stemming is          

indicated at time 0.45 ms. 

     Figure 8 illustrates the pressure histories at the 

gauge points for this case. The pressures seen here 

are approximately half the pressures presented in 

Figure 5. The difference being that there is a 

stemming deck between the explosive and the air. 

Stemming further depletes the shock wave by    

another 50%. In the ideal case of explosive and air 

in  direct  contact,  the pressure in the air-deck was  
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Figure 8. Pressure histories at gauge points in the air-deck. - full column explosive with air-deck and sand 

stemming. 

 

calculated by shock physics and computer       

modelling to be approximately one percent of the 

CJ pressure. Thus, the addition of the stemming 

deck results in the air-deck pressure being 0.5% of 

the CJ pressure. This is a very substantial decrease 

which will result in no damage (fragmentation)   

adjacent to the air-deck. 

     A curious phenomena that occurs is the         

acceleration and movement of the stemming deck 

down the borehole. In this model the stemming 

deck can generate friction forces with the borehole 

wall that manifests itself through the curvature of 

the top surface of the stemming. However, this 

friction is inadequate to hold the stemming deck in 

place due to the high pressure from the detonation 

wave on the upper surface. The stemming deck is 

pushed through the air-deck to the bottom of the 

blasthole as indicated in Figure 7, times 0.5 ms 

through 2.5 ms. In Figure 8, notice that following 

the initial pressure spike, the pressure is gradually 

drifting upward at each of the gauge points,     

starting at later and later times. This is due to the 

stemming slug passing through the gauge points as 

seen in Figure 7. 

     To validate this phenomena another simulation 

was completed that treated the stemming with the 

Lagrangian frame-of-reference and a concrete 

RHT (Reidel et al. 1999) material model. The 

concrete model was modified to reduce the initial 

density and porosity to match that of a typical 

gravel. A Lagrange sliding surface was defined  

between the stemming and the borehole wall with 

a high coefficient of friction. In Figure 9 the same 

phenomena was observed where the stemming 

block is pushed to the bottom of the hole. 

     In both Figures 7 and 9 it is evident that the 

stemming plug virtually stops the shock wave,   

being driven by the detonation, from entering the 

air-deck. Hence a pressure increase needed to 

drive damage (fragmentation) adjacent to the     

air-deck is never realised. 

6 COMPARISON OF ALL THREE CASES 

An advantage of this type of computer modelling 

study is that the effect of air-deck physics on  

damage and fragmentation can be assessed as an 

integral part of the modelling. Figure 10 illustrates 
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Figure 9. Stemming plug movement modelled with the Lagrangian frame-of-reference. The plug movement 

phenomena is similar to that observed in Figure 7, which treated the stemming as Eulerian, with a sand     

compaction material model. 

 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of predicted damage (fragmentation) induced in the rock mass for the three cases 

treated in this study. 
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the damage induced in rock adjacent to the 

blasthole by each of the three cases included in 

this study. Several characteristics are evident from 

both of the cases with an air-deck: 1) expansion of 

the blasthole in both of the air-deck cases is       

noticeably less than it is with the full column    

explosive, which is due to the drastically reduced 

pressure compared with the full column explosive; 

2) damage adjacent to the air-deck is less than it is 

for the full column explosive and is produced by 

the shock waves emanating downward from the 

bottom of the explosive charge (top of the air-deck 

or stemming); 3) in the case of the ‘ideal air-deck’ 

a small region of damage is produced at the      

bottom of the borehole due to the reflection of the 

air shock wave from the bottom of the blasthole, 

however this damaged region is much smaller than 

that produced at the bottom of the ‘full column 

explosive’ case; 4) the damage adjacent to the    

air-deck is the least for the case with stemming   

between the explosive and the air-deck, which is 

due to the further reduction in the air-shock     

pressure caused by the stemming deck. 

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

There has been significant mystery and             

misinformation concerning the shock physics    

behaviour of air-decks in an explosive column. 

This study has two different components with    

entirely different approaches for treating the shock 

physics associated with air-deck behaviour. The 

first component is based on shock physics theory 

and is documented by Yang & Preece (2017). The 

second is this paper which employed computer 

modelling with the dynamic shock physics code, 

AUTODYN. As pointed out earlier, there have 

been two points of validation between these two 

approaches which are the predictions of the shock 

pressure and velocity induced in the air-deck by 

the explosive column when they are in direct   

contact. Both analytical and computer modelling 

methods gave essentially the same results: 1) the 

shock pressure in the air-deck is ~1 percent of the 

CJ pressure; 2) the shock velocity is greater than 

the detonation velocity and approximately 5400 

m/s (17717 ft/s). 

     Overall, this study shows that removing        

explosive from a blasthole and replacing it with an 

air-deck is detrimental to the damage and        

fragmentation desired from blasting. As a result of 

this study the author can find no good reason to 

ever replace explosives with an air-deck in        

production blastholes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV),  

more commonly referred to as ‘Drones’, has       

increased dramatically in recent years.               

Improvements in technology have reduced       

their complexity and cost, promoting their         

accessibility in both the commercial and            

recreational sectors. 

     In mining and quarrying, the application of 

drones equipped with high resolution cameras can 

contribute to operations in a range of areas from 

assisting with inspections and photographic     

records to rapid generation of full 3-D models of 

excavations when combined with the latest      

photogrammetric software. 

     The underlying technique of photogrammetry 

offers a simple, fast and efficient way to obtain 

survey data with significantly lower entry costs 

than conventional survey equipment. The       

technique is not just confined to drones, and      

can be undertaken using every day hand-held  

cameras, allowing surveys to be conducted           

in conditions and areas where drone flights        

are not possible including where there are airspace 

restrictions and poor weather. 

Cloud scanning and photogrammetry – a comparison of             

blast face surveying techniques 
 
G. Adderley, S. Bolitho, R. Farnfield, B. Keverne & A. Wetherelt 
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ABSTRACT: The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), more commonly referred to as ‘Drones’, has 

significantly increased on a global basis in recent years. In the mining and quarrying sector, drone   

mounted cameras combined with photogrammetry software can facilitate the rapid production of 3-D 

models of excavations from a blast face to whole pits, significantly reducing the time and expense of   

traditional surveying and scanning techniques. To assess the comparative performance of these          

techniques, a quarry face was captured and modelled using drone based and hand-held camera images 

alongside traditional laser based face profiling techniques. These models were then compared to a      

baseline scan of the same face acquired using a cloud scanner, and the differences assessed in 3-D to   

provide guidance on the relative accuracies of each technique and to demonstrate the viability of         

photogrammetry in face profiling applications. 
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Figure 1. Surveyed face. 

 

Several comparisons have previously been made 

between drone based surveys and conventional 

face profiling techniques, for example in Wiegand 

& Valentim (2016) and Moser et al. (2007), which 

have generally indicated a high degree of           

accuracy. 

     As part of their ongoing research into the use of 

drones for blast and quarry survey applications, 

the authors set out to undertake their own           

assessment of the techniques accuracy applicable 

to face profiling by comparing 3-D models formed 

from drone and hand-held camera images and 

those obtained from conventional face profiling 

techniques. To provide an accurate baseline for 

comparison, the authors carried out a high-density 

cloud scan of the face from which the differences 

measured to the photogrammetry and laser profiler 

derived models were assessed. 

2 PHOTOGRAMMETRY PROCESS 

Stereo-photogrammetry, often abbreviated to   

photogrammetry, matches a series of common 

points between 2 or more photos of an object   

taken from different positions and angles and uses 

software algorithms to determine each image’s 

camera position. From these derived camera      

positions, the 3-D position of all other common 

points in the images can be determined and a 3-D 

model formed as described in Birch (2010). 

     By incorporating targets into the models with 

known points, these models can be georeferenced 

allowing each point’s real-world coordinate to be 

determined. 

3 METHODOLOGY FOR COMPARISON OF 

ACCURACY 

To assess the relative accuracy of the different 

surveying techniques, a common face was selected 

for modelling using each of the identified      

methods. An approximate 60 m length by 20 m 

height face of Kaolonised Granite was selected in 

a surface mine as shown in Figure 1. This face was 

chosen as it contained multiple protruding features 

which would help to assess the ability of the      

different survey techniques to capture complex 

shapes. 

     To allow the face to be georeferenced, a series 

of 3 painted targets were placed on the lower 

bench in front of the face, with 3 further targets 

placed on the upper bench which were visible 

from above only. These targets positions were  

recorded using the site GPS. In addition, a total of 

6 smaller radial targets (not georeferenced) were 

placed along the lower bench for use by the cloud 

scanner to aid joining of the scans. A diagram of 

the target setup is shown in Figure 2. 

     A total of 6 different surveys were undertaken 

of   the   face   as  outlined  in  Table  1.  The  high        
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Figure 2. Target layout. 

 

Table 1. Survey methods. 
 

Survey Method Number of setups Point spacing 

High definition cloud scan 3 Approx. 25 x 25mm at face 

Laser profiler 1 3 100 x 100 mm auto adjusted for distance 

Laser profiler 2 3 100 x 100mm auto adjusted for distance 

Drone based camera 104 (images) - 

Hand-held camera 40 (images) - 

Camera phone 19 (images) - 

 

 

definition cloud scanner utilised in the trial was a 

Leica ScanStation C10 which can produce a 3-D 

point position accuracy of 6mm at 50m. The drone 

utilised was a DJI Phantom 3 Professional with a 

gimbal mounted camera which acquired images at 

12 megapixel resolution. The hand-held camera 

had a 20 megapixel resolution and the camera 

phone a 13 megapixel resolution. 

     For the cloud scanner and laser profilers, each 

was setup at 3 different positions in front of the 

face as previously shown in Figure 2. 

 

     For the hand-held camera and camera phone,    

images perpendicular to the face were taken at an 

approximate 5m spacing offset at 20 m as          

indicated in Figures 3 and 4. 

     For the drone, this was operated manually with 

images taken in an approximate 5m x 5m          

horizontal grid looking vertically downwards 20m 

above the bench top covering the bench area. After 

this, 6 more passes of decreasing elevation were 

made in front of the face with the camera          

orientated    downwards    at   -45   degrees   pitch,       
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Figure 3. Hand-held camera image locations. 

 

 

Figure 4. Camera phone image locations. 

 
                                                                                                                                  
 

perpendicular to the face and towards the face and 

upwards at +45 degrees pitch followed by a final 

low pass looking vertically downwards behind the 

lower bund as indicated in Figure 5. 

4 COMPUTER MODELLING 

For a comparison to be made, point clouds first 

needed  to  be  generated  for each set of data from  

 

the different techniques. For the high definition 

cloud scan, the scans acquired from each of the 

setup positions were merged in the scanner     

software using the radial targets as common 

points. The merged cloud was then georeferenced 

using the painted target coordinates on the lower 

bench only as the upper bench ones were not    

visible. 

     For   the  laser  profilers,  the  data  from  the  3     
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Figure 5. Drone image locations. 

 

 

Figure 6. Drone based camera distribution of errors. 

 

setups for each scanner was merged using each  

individual scanner’s accompanying software with 

points already georeferenced from the profiler  

setup positions that were picked up by the GPS 

survey. 

     For the drone, hand-held and camera phone 

images, these were imported and processed in an 

industry standard photogrammetry software   

package to form a dense point cloud. The drone 

model was georeferenced to both the lower and 

upper targets due to its ability to see both the    

upper and lower bench, whilst the hand-held   

camera and camera phone images were         

georeferenced using the bottom 3x targets only as 

these were the only ones visible. 

     After generation of the point clouds, all data 

was exported in an XYZ format and imported into 

CloudCompare, an open-source direct cloud  

comparison software package. The cloud scanner 

point cloud was imported as a mesh to act as the 

baseline whereas the other models were imported 

as a raw point cloud. A common viewpoint of   

approximately 15 m height by 65 m width was 

setup looking directly at the face and the points 

cloud models trimmed to a common size with the 

baseline cloud scanner mesh extending              

approximately 1 m on all sides to ensure overlap. 

The software then analysed the difference from the 

baseline cloud scan mesh to each point cloud by 

measuring the distance between each point in the 

cloud and the nearest interpolated point on the 

baseline mesh. CloudCompare then output a    

colour map of the face showing the distribution of 

errors as well as a histogram to which a Gaussian 

Distribution is fitted. 

     A summary of the distribution of errors relative 

to the cloud scanner model is shown in Table 2. 
 

 

     Due to the different number of points in each 

model   and   variable   bin   sizes  in  the  exported       
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Table 2. Summary of model errors. 
 

Model Name Mean  

Error (m) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(m) 

Number 

of Photos 

Number of 

Points in Point 

Cloud 

Notes 

High         

definition 

cloud scan 

- - - 1,691,234 0.1 m Grid at 100 m,    

approx. 25 x 25 mm on 

face 

Drone based 

camera 

-0.00108 0.02160 104 998,735  All photos employed.  

Georeferenced using top 

and bottom targets. 

Laser profiler 

1 

0.01342 0.0472 - 108,955 0.1 m Grid on face 

Laser profiler 

2 

-0.01600 0.06537 - 178,651 0.1 m Grid on face 

Hand-held 

camera 

0.03310 0.0966 40 1,522,038 All photos employed.  

Georeferenced using   

bottom targets only. 

Camera phone 0.12710 0.3253 19 1,167,754 All photos employed.  

Georeferenced using   

bottom targets only. 

 

 

Figure 7. Laser profiler 1 distribution of errors. 

 

 

Figure 8. Laser profiler 2 distribution of errors. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Hand-held camera distribution of errors. 

 

Figure 10. Camera phone distribution of errors. 
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Figure 11. Difference map for the drone model. 

 

 

Figure 12. Difference map for the hand-held camera. 

 

histogram, the error data was normalised allowing 

a direct comparison of the error distribution from 

the cloud scanner model for each survey method. 

These are shown in Figure 6 for the ‘Drone based 

camera’ model, and Figure 7 to Figure 10 for the 

other methods overlain with the drone model for 

comparison.  

5 MODEL COMPARISONS 

Assessing the calculated mean errors and their 

standard deviations shows that the drone camera 

model was the closest to the cloud scanner model 

with a mean error of approximately 1mm and a 

standard deviation of approximately 22mm.    

Analysing the colour map for the location of these 

errors as shown in Figure 11 did not indicate any 

concentrations of errors at a particular location. 

This suggested that the drone model was           

sufficiently constrained about its reference points 

and that the large number of photos utilised in this 

technique helped to ensure that major features 

were accurately modelled. 

     Note in Figure 11: Darker areas represent the 

greatest variation and black areas represent areas 

where there were no points modelled). 

     Both laser profilers produced comparable      

results with a mean error of 13 and 16 mm          

respectively though a slight skewness was seen in 

both models suggesting a difference in the relative 

orientation of the two scans to the cloud scanner 

model. It was considered that this was due to a 

slight variance in the pickup of the reference     

targets which were used to orientate the face    

profilers during setup. 

     The hand-held camera and camera phone image 

models performed least well with a mean error of 

33 mm and 127 mm respectively and a negative 

skew visible in both cases as demonstrated by the 

greater proportion of positive errors. Assessing the 

colour maps for the locations of these errors as 

shown in Figures 12 and 13, it was apparent that 

these errors were predominately concentrated 

along the top of the scan alongside several areas 

where no surface could be modelled. This location 

suggested that the two models were not             

sufficiently constrained vertically as neither upper 

bench or top targets were visible, resulting in a 

slight rotation of the model in comparison to that 

obtained by the drone. In addition, the areas where 

no surface could be modelled suggested that the 

greater number of photos taken by the drone and 

its different vantage position had aided the      

modelling process allowing it to form a more    

representative model. 

     To investigate the impact of the upper vantage 

positions gained by using the drone, a separate 

model using the drone images was created,   

georeferenced using the bottom targets only, to 

mimic the control used in the hand-held and   

camera phone models. In addition, to assess the 

impact  of  the  number  of  photos acquired by the  
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Figure 13. Difference map for the camera phone 

 

Table 3. Summary of drone model errors. 
 

Model Name Mean Error 

(m) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(m) 

Number of 

Photos 

Number of 

Points in 

Point Cloud 

Notes 

Drone based   

camera 

Bottom Targets 

Only 

0.04287 0.11476 104 986,296  All photos         

employed.     

Georeferenced    

using bottom     

targets only. 

Drone based   

camera 1:2 

0.00091 0.01775 57 937,860  1 in 2 photos     

employed.    

Georeferenced    

using top and     

bottom targets. 

Drone based   

camera 1:4 

0.00174 0.02187 29 815,285  1 in 4 photos     

employed.    

Georeferenced    

using top and     

bottom targets. 

 

 

Figure 15. Drone based camera 1:2 distribution 

of errors. 

 

Figure 14. Drone based camera distribution of 

errors (bottom targets only). 

 

drone, it was also decided to also generate models 

using  ½  and ¼ of the total photos captured by the  
drone, georeferenced using both the bottom and 

top targets. The results of these additional analyses 
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Figure 16. Drone based camera 1:4 distribution 

of errors. 

 

 

Figure 18. Difference map for the drone based camera 1:4 model. 

 

 

Figure 17. Difference map for the drone based camera model with bottom target referencing. 

 

are shown in Table 3 with the histogram            

distribution of errors shown in Figures 14 to 16  

respectively. 

     As shown in Figure 14, when utilising the   

bottom targets only to reference the drone model, 

the mean errors and standard deviation increased 

with a negative skewness shown, again indicating 

that the model was not sufficiently constrained 

vertically as also seen in the error distribution map 

shown in Figure 17. 

     The reduced subsets of photos shown in      

Figures 15 and 16 produced similar errors to that 

of the main drone model however, on inspection 

of the error distribution map for these models, it 

was   noted   that   when  using  the  ‘Drone  based 

camera 1:4’ model, the proportion of the surface 

that could not be modelled increased as shown in 

Figure 18. 

     The above analysis demonstrates the advantage 

of using the drone to acquire images over       

hand-held cameras. The increased number of   

photos provided by the drone significantly        

improved the modelling process and its ability to 

capture detail from the upper bench and top targets 

helped to better form and constrain the model in 

these areas. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the analysis of a drone image derived 

photogrammetry model of a quarry face, the    

technique was found to produce comparable       

results to that of scans from a high definition cloud 

scanner and to that from traditional laser profile 

survey techniques when a sufficient quantity of 

photos was obtained from multiple vantage points. 

     Further analysis using hand-held and camera 

phone obtained images highlighted the sensitivity 

of the technique to misalignment if insufficient 

reference targets are used in the vertical domain. 

When using these methods, it was found that the 

formed models were rotated in the vertical axis 

leading to errors on the upper edges of the face. 

This suggests that when using hand-held methods, 

additional   targets  on  the  upper  bench  that  are 
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visible from the lower bench are required to enable 

it to be sufficiently constrained. 

     Use of the drone was also found to assist in the 

overall ability of the software to model the whole 

face. When using the hand-held and camera phone 

images, a higher proportion of the face was unable 

to be modelled suggesting that the additional    

image orientations gained by using the drone   

provided better coverage of features on the face. 

     Use of the drone offered a fast and efficient 

way to acquire a representative survey of a quarry 

face taking about 15 minutes to conduct the survey 

and 30 minutes to process the model. Whereas the 

other techniques utilised in the trial captured just 

the quarry face from their positions on the lower 

bench, the drone was also able to acquire images 

and model the upper bench which combined with 

the low average error compared to the cloud scan 

demonstrated the viability of the technique when 

properly applied. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Performing blast operations is inevitable for       

extracting minerals. Higher production rates and 

lower costs compared to other practices like rock 

digging and drilling, justify the operation. Besides 

the work in breaking and moving rocks, the        

released energy can bring about some                 

unfavourable side effects (Monjezi, M. et al. 2013, 

Li, J. et al. 2009, Tonnizam, Mohamad E. et al. 

2016). Among these side effects, we can mention 

ground vibration, air blast, and flyrock            

phenomenon (Fisne, A. et al. 2011, Ma, L. et al. 

2016). In addition to their effect on the mining 

process, these phenomena can influence the      

surrounding area which can cause damage in an 

uncontrolled situation (Armaghani, D.J. et al. 

2016). Thus, recognising their creation, their     
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ABSTRACT: A Blast Management Plan (BMP) in open pit mines causes maximum safety and most      

interaction between different production units. This research studies the technical, environmental and 

safety considerations in blasting operations in Gol-e-Gohar open pit iron mine. It also discusses the risks 

of blasting operations, the reduction of such risks and the interactional strategies between the units. Due 

to the multiplicity of the blasting sites (blasting blocks) in each stage and also due to the closeness of the 

Hematite mineral processing plant, controlling ground vibration and flyrock phenomenon requires an   

execution plan. We suggest a zoning of the charge applied in different sections of the pit based on the   

required amount of ANFO and Emuline. In the closest zone to the Hematite plant, the maximum allowed 

charge weight per delay of ANFO and Emuline would be 440 and 365 kg respectively. Block 16-36 

which weighed 52,080 tons, ore and waste included, and whose explosive was Emuline with a NONEL 

initiation system, was the closest to the Hematite plant with a distance of 556 m. On the other hand, block 

7-645 weighing 30,132 tons consisting of soil, and whose explosive was ANFO with a detonation cord 

initiation system was the farthest with a distance of 1,977m. Finally, by executing the BMP, we achieved 

a desirable blast plan and also a minimum amount of time for the blasting operation. 
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behaviour, their influences, their allowed amounts 

and the methods to control them can play an      

essential role in the design and engineering of 

blasts. 
 

     Blasting problems are usually due to poor blast 

design. Blasting and drilling design parameters  

include burden, spacing, hole diameter, blast hole 

height, stemming, sub drilling, charge length, 

blasting agents, initiation system, etc.     

(Khandelwal, M. & Saadat, M. 2015, 

Hasanipanah, M. et al. 2016). Blasting operation 

outputs include fragmentation, muck pile           

geometry and displacement, boulder, overbreak, 

toe and bench floor condition, ground vibration, 

air blast, dust and fumes, air noise and misfire 

condition (Katsabanis, T. et al. 2005, Taji, M. et 

al. 2012). 
 

     Blasting is effectively the conversion of        

explosives into an energy form that is used to 

break rocks. Like most processes, blasting is not 

entirely efficient. The energy lost to the adjacent 

ground is referred to as vibration. To a neighbour, 

vibration would be perceived as a shake of the 

ground or building (Jayasinghe, L.B. et al. 2017). 
 

     The problem caused by this phenomenon is 

usually known as ‘Vibration Problem’. By this 

term, it means that some activities, like blasting, 

create seismic waves which can be felt by humans 

and other creatures. 
 

     The consequences of this feeling would present 

in attitudes such as being disturbed, concerned and 

afraid, and trigger the subject to inquire about the 

source (Chen, M. et al. 2017, Gao, F. et al. 2017). 
 

     Another phenomenon which can result in       

fatalities and damage is ‘flyrock’. Sometimes, the 

flyrock can travel hundreds of meters from a    

mal-designed blast. The flyrock cannot fully be 

avoided, even if the most expert personnel are  

employed. A great number of flyrock problems are 

essentially caused by poor loading, execution, and 

design in blast operations (Hasanipanah, M. et al. 

2017). 
 

     Generally, ‘distance’ is the most important    

element for both ground vibration and flyrock.   

Increasing distance from a blast centre will        

absolutely reduce the harmful effects of these two 

phenomena. 

     In Gol-e-Gohar iron ore open pit (mine No. 1), 

there are usually more than 5 block blasts at each 

stage (one work day). In this mine, the BMP    

contains considerations about the production and 

supply of the plant’s feed, considerations related 

to the desired content of plant’s feed and closeness 

of the mining pit to the Hematite plant (it also    

includes the control of ground vibration and 

throwing rocks caused by the explosion). In Gol-e-

Gohar open pit mine, the design of drilling and 

blasting parameters, the selection of the type of 

explosives and appropriate initiation system and 

blasting supervisor’s checklist have all been       

investigated. 

2 BLAST MANAGEMENT PLAN 

A BMP is a risk control plan used in blasting. Its 

main purposes are to ensure well-planned blast 

operations, protect people in the area and limit 

damage to the environment. The determining      

elements in a proper BMP are the size, location, 

nature and complexity of the mine and the blasting 

operation therein. Addressing all hazards and risks 

in the blasting area can be considered as the duty 

of the security unit. If a regular blasting is already 

put up, i.e. within the boundaries of a pit, the BMP 

still obliges us to have a review by an expert       

before leading each blast to go under any changes 

and adjustments required by the shotfirer        

(Victorian Work Cover Authority 2012). 

2.1 Objectives of a blast plan 

Here are a number of objectives of a blast plan: 
 

       detail the objectives for blast operation 

       identify risks, hazards and their control 

methods 

       identify site-specific requirements and     

conditions 

       introduce blasting as part of the overall task 

       control the blast process from design to      

initiation, evaluation and misfire treatment 

       implement a review process to ensure that the 

objectives are met 

       ensure the safety of the public, site personnel, 

and surrounding utilities* 
 

(*Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources 

Safety 2013). 

2.2 Blasting personnel 

The following people should prepare a blast plan 

and record the blast: 
 

       shotfirer 

       person for whom the shotfirer is working 

       person who has control and management of 

the work that necessitates the use of the     

explosive 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0266352X16302270
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Table 1. Details of the risk assessment in BMP. 
 

Identified risk Risk reduction methods 

Unauthorised access to 

blast location 

      security consideration (access cards-manned gate,    

personnel or guard with secured off) 

      access to authorised person only 

Training and competency       employment of trained, licensed shotfirers (training and 

development) 

      staff training in explosive products and blast design 

(tools such as model blast pattern technology to test the 

blast) 

Use of contractors       competency and training (review of competency and 

training - minimum standards - clear contractual          

arrangements) 

Blasting procedures       blasting procedures developed and implemented       

(involvement of key personnel with appropriate      

competencies in the development of procedures) 

Consistency in explosive 

performance 

      reliable supplier (procedures for use of explosives) 

      testing of explosives (licensed shotfirers - experienced 

shotfirers) 

Initiation methods       approved initiators (authorised procedures) 

      testing of exploder and other equipment 

      equipment maintenance 

Damage to structures       procedures for blasting 

      double-check the design of blast 

Ground vibration       maximum charge per delay 

      initiation system 

      stemming conditions 

Flyrock       quantity of explosives 

      stemming (quantity and quality) 

      blast mats (if needed) 

Unauthorised access to   

explosive stores or porta-

ble magazine at site 

      security at blast location 

      standard protocols for carrying hazardous materials 

 

       person who has the control and management 

of the place where the explosive is used 

       people in charge of the safety of the mine, the 

supervisor* 
 

(*Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources 

Safety, Gov. Western Australia 2013, Ministry of 

Cooperatives, Labour, and Social Welfare 2013). 
 

     Furthermore, the shotfiring license-holder 

should note a precise record of the blast during a 

work day. 

     Finally, the mine manager would control the 

mining operations under the authority of the    

principal employer at the mine. Hence, the      

manager and principal employer are required to 

ensure that the relevant requirements, dictated by 

the security unit of the mine are met (Department 

of Mines and Petroleum Resources Safety, Gov. 

Western Australia 2013). 

2.3 Personnel who keep records of a blast plan 

A blasting plan and a proper written record of the 

use of an explosive are to be kept by: 
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Figure 1. The position of Hematite plant (on horizon) toward the pit of Gol-e-Gohar mine No.1. 

 

       holder of a shotfiring license 

       person for whom the shotfirer is working 

when using the explosive 

       security manager* 
 

(*Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources 

Safety 2013, Ministry of Cooperatives, Labour, 

and Social Welfare 2013, Ministry of                 

Cooperatives, Labour, and Social Welfare 2014). 

2.4 Blast risk assessment 

In the BMP, the undesirable consequences must 

first be identified by the risk assessment of the  

explosion. These risks include environmental    

factors, human factors and the factors affecting the 

explosion. Risk reduction strategies should be 

considered in the next step. Table 1 illustrates the 

risk assessment in open pit mine blasting           

operations (Department of Mines and Petroleum 

Resources Safety 2013, Ministry of Cooperatives, 

Labour, and Social Welfare 2013, Ministry of  

Cooperatives, Labour, and Social Welfare 2014, 

Taji, M. 2016). 

3 CASE STUDY: GOL-E-GOHAR OPEN PIT 

IRON MINE 

Gol-e-Gohar open pit iron ore mine is located 55 

km southwest of Sirjan, Kerman province, Iran. 

The total area of the mine is approximately 10 km 

long and 4 km wide. The deposit consists of 

around 1,404 million tons (Gol-e-Gohar Iron Ore 

complex 2017). Geologically, it must be stated 

that Gol-e-Gohar mine is placed in the             

metamorphic rocks of Paleozoic. In these rocks, 

three strata can be seen, lower, middle and upper. 

The lower stratum is formed by sequences of 

gneiss, mica-schist, amphibolite and quartz-schist. 

The middle stratum, on the other hand, consists of 

layers of marble, mica-schist, greenschist and 

graphite schist. Finally, the upper stratum contains 

marble, dolomite and calcite (National Geoscience 

Database of IRAN). 

     The excavation method at Gol-e-Gohar mine 

No.1 is an ‘open pit’. In this method, some blocks 

are blasted simultaneously to obtain enough feed 

for the concentrating plant. The final pit of the 

mine No.1 forms a pseudo-ellipse area with      

dimensions of approximately 2800 x 1100 m. The 

mine consists of 26 benches with a height of 15 

meters. The final pit slope is 35 degrees and that 

of steep stairs is about 65. Mine access ramps are 

designed with a slope of 8 to 10 percent and a 

width of 25 meters. ANFO is used for dry holes 

and Emuline is used for damp holes (Gol-e-Gohar 

Design and Planning Office 2017). 

     The technical, environmental and operational 

requirements for drilling and blasting according to 

the BMP for ten blast blocks which have been 

blown up at a same stage and at the same time are 

shown in Table 2. The specific gravity of the    

ore, rock and soil are 4, 2.25 and 1.8 g/cm2          

respectively.   The   holes   are   drilled   vertically.         

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiZjt2_xdvTAhUEY1AKHZlCCTEQFggsMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMinistry_of_Cooperatives%2C_Labour%2C_and_Social_Welfare&usg=AFQjCNF5vLrVSvKrKyQotssTJsohlVDaww&sig2=r6GpwGERXDB4FT2rm6V3qw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjOpvO0ltzTAhXDNJoKHa0eCoEQFgg3MAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fresearch%2Fstocks%2Fprivate%2Fsnapshot.asp%3FprivcapId%3D46956217&usg=AFQjCNFZmiUHP09tEqKwivtDiiMl4eA01Q&sig2=hytu6_d8D3l_4LkXfqfh2Q
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Table 2. Technical and environmental properties of the ten blast blocks in one blast at Gol-e-Gohar                  

open pit mine No.1.  
 

Properties  The blast blocks 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  

Blast block 

name  6-560 14-239 15-100 12.429 14-242 6-559 7-645 16-36 11-515 11-519 

The blast block 

weight (ton)  9828 3840 24336 128520 13680 35640 30132 52080 25515 17955 

Total explosive 

amount (kg)  2750 550 8650 

15300 

and 

4550 

1950 

and 800 
9810 6500 18000 3850 4000 

The type of    

explosive used  ANFO ANFO Emuline Emuline Emuline ANFO ANFO Emuline ANFO ANFO 

Type of            

initiation sys-

tem  
Nonel Nonel Nonel Nonel Nonel 

Detonation 

Cord 

Detonation 

Cord Nonel Nonel Nonel 

Number of 

holes  39 8 16 42 19 55 62 31 30 19 

Total drilling 

(m)  272 83 207 644 283 664 568 426 269 263 

Hole diameter 

(inch) 6 6 10 10 6 7.5 7.5 10 7.5 7.5 

Hole depth (m)  7 10 13 15 15 12 9 14 9 14 

Burden *  

spacing (m)  5*4 4*3 8*6.5 8*6.5 3*4 6*5 6*5 6*5 7*6 6*5 

Stemming 

height (m)  3 3.5 4.5 5 5 4 3 4.5 3 4.5 

The type of 

blast blocks  Soil Ore Waste Ore Ore Soil Soil 
Ore + 

Waste 
Waste Waste 

Distance from 

Hematite plant 

(m)  
1235 1800 1792 1158 1260 1940 1977 556 841 833 

PPV (mm/s) 13.5 9.8 7.5 8.8 4 4.5 3 16 7.5 8 

Maximum 

throw distance*  433 428 954 743 691 456 362 486 283 437 

 

* Maximum throw distance is calculated according to the refined formula by Lundborg (Hemphill, G. 1981).  

 
 

In blocks with poor strength properties such as soil 

and waste, sometimes the mechanical digging 

techniques are executed using bulldozers, so the 

bench height and subsequently length of the hole 

decreases. 

 

3.1     Blast supervision checklist 

 

3.1.1 Determine and confirm the blast blocks 

Locating and designing the patterns of excavation 

and blasting are first executed by the Consultant 

Company following the order of mine’s          

management. After locating the blast patterns, the 

excavation    plan    prepared    by  the   Consultant    
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Figure 2. The algorithm and process for drilling and blasting operations at Gol-e-Gohar iron ore  

open pit mine. 

 

 

Company will be submitted to the mine survey 

unit. The survey unit delivers the implemented 

blasting patterns to the design unit. The design 

unit prepares the plan of the blasting pattern and 

brings it back to the survey unit in order to place 

the blast holes. In its turn, the survey unit           

implements the holes and delivers it to the         

excavation unit. 

     After drilling all the holes, the plan of blasting 

pattern is submitted to the blast operation unit. 

This unit is required to measure the holes and to 

estimate the amount of water inside each hole (in 

case of damp holes). Thereafter, it returns the plan 

to the design unit. Furthermore, this unit is mainly 

in charge of preparing the blast plan and            

delivering it to the administrator of blast            

operation. Finally, the blast operation will be    

approved by the management and then it can be 

executed on the block by management’s order. 

3.1.2 Investigation of environmental conditions 

Before the blasting operation, the dump trucks 

should be placed in the specific parking lots and 

also the haulage equipment, like shovels, should 

be installed within the permitted distance. In case 

of precipitations, due to slippery ramps, an        

operation of fine-grained material diffusion,    

provided by crushers, must be executed to prevent 

the lift trucks,  ANFO trucks,  and emulsion trucks  

 

from getting damaged by incidents. Because of the 

problem of high levels of sulphur in Gol-e-Gohar 

mine, the blast patterns must be planned so that 

the low-sulphur and high-sulphur sections blast 

together so the feeds will be combined and         

delivered to the plant. 

     Also, due to the proximity of the pits 2 and 5 to 

pit 1, the operation should be managed in a way 

that the mine roads are not affected by flyrock and 

ground vibration. High-voltage cables, drilling  

cables, and the shovel cables are of great           

importance during the blasting operation. When 

these cables are within the flyrock area, they 

should be first unplugged and dislocated and then 

re-deployed after the operation. In addition, water 

pumps, water pipes, and corresponding electric 

transformers located within the flyrock area must 

be displaced and then re-launched after the blast. 

3.1.3 Determining the blast sequences 

Determining the sequence and order of blocks in a 

blast operation is a crucial task. To obtain an     

optimal result, this task should be carried out by 

identifying the lower blocks to be blasted ahead of 

higher ones. This strategy allows us to reduce the 

risk of flyrock, the circuit cut-offs and the misfired 

holes to a minimal amount. In addition to these 

considerations, the access routes and ramps around 

each blast block,  installing location of drilling and  
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Figure 3. The locations of blast blocks and Hematite plant in Gol-e-Gohar mine No.1. 

 

Table 3. Categorisation of damages put to the     

constructions by the blast operation based on PPV. 

 

Particle velocity    Damage amount 

> 50 mm/s 
Without damage 

(secure) 

100 mm/s Small cracks 

150 mm/s Creation of gaps 

222 mm/s Great gaps 

 

loading machines, the number and the orientation 

of free faces of blast blocks, conditions of joints 

spacing and orientation, and types of initiation 

system can also affect the determination of blast 

blocks’ sequence. At Gol-e-Gohar open pit mine, 

the sequence of blocks to be blasted is:15-100, 14-

239, 16-36, 11-515, 11-519, 14-242, 6-559, 12-

419, 7-645, 6-560. The locations of these blocks 

in the pit are illustrated in Figure 3. 

3.1.4 Determining the scope of flyrock and 

ground vibration 

In order to measure the rate of potential damage to 

the Hematite plant caused by blast vibration, the 

peak particle velocity (PPV) is used as a criterion. 

The categorisation of damages based on PPV is 

presented in Table 3 (Ministry of Industry, Mine 

and Trade, Government of Islamic Republic of 

Iran 2013). 

     According to Table 3, the secure and standard 

conditions are the ones in which the PPV is less 

than 50 mm/s. However, in Gol-e-Gohar mine 

No.1, considering the important proximity of the 

Hematite plant to the pit, the sensitivity of the 

conditions is really high which results in the      

reduction of permitted PPV to 25 mm/s. The 

methods used in Gol-e-Gohar mine to reduce 

ground vibration include: 
 

       using an appropriate blast pattern with       

appropriate intervals 

       using decking method in charging 

       selecting the appropriate initiation system 
 

     The time delay between the holes is designed 

about 17 to 25 ms. Increasing time delay is         

effective to decrease the vibration in a certain 

amount. The methods executed in Gol-e-Gohar 

mine to decrease flyrock are: 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjkwom2t9vTAhUFUlAKHZSxBUcQFgguMAE&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGovernment_of_Islamic_Republic_of_Iran&usg=AFQjCNHNey3dXQcoHaL7I3nb_5hwTSSuxg&sig2=_eiouzSxTefwbohVor7SCw
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjkwom2t9vTAhUFUlAKHZSxBUcQFgguMAE&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGovernment_of_Islamic_Republic_of_Iran&usg=AFQjCNHNey3dXQcoHaL7I3nb_5hwTSSuxg&sig2=_eiouzSxTefwbohVor7SCw
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Figure 4. The seismic zoning of the pit No.1 at Gol-e-Gohar mine based on the allowed amounts of ANFO and 

Emuline and the distances from Hematite plant (numbers inside the parenthesis are the amounts of Emuline). 

 

       optimising burden and spacing of the holes 

       making the length of stemming more than 0.6 

times of the burden 

       using the initiation system of NONEL 

       decreasing the number of hole rows 

       considering the fractures crossing the holes 
 

     The seismic zoning of the pit No.1 at Gol-e-

Gohar mine based on the amount of explosives 

(ANFO or Emuline) is presented in Figure 4. The 

maximum allowable amounts of ANFO and 

Emuline in each delay in the closest area to the 

Hematite plant are 440kg and 365kg respectively. 

3.1.5 Finalising the blast operation 

Initially, the final pattern approved by the mine 

management should be checked over by the      

administrator of blasting operation for the last 

time. Explosives needed as well as other blast 

agents, including boosters, Emuline, primers, 

NONEL and ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO) 

are to be requested in the specific forms for the 

withdrawal of materials from the explosives  

warehouse. After being approved, the forms will 

be signed and it will be delivered to the block 

shotfirer. The block shotfirer is required to deliver 

the form to the warehouseman. The warehouseman 

sets out all items listed on the form from the  

warehouse without wane (sic) and under the      

supervision of the security guard, and then he/she 

delivers them to the shotfirer. When the blasting 

equipment is located in the area, the shotfirers start 

to install the primers according to safety principles 

and standards. Next, the main charging operation 

of the holes will be done by ANFO truck, if the 

explosive is ANFO, and by emulsion truck, if the 

explosive is Emuline. 

     Next, the stemming will be performed and     

finally, the circuitry operation of blast block will 

be done. The exact time of blast operation will be 

announced by the administrator of blasting to all 

shotfirers. The blast operation is usually executed 

during the time when the second shift comes in to 

replace first shift. Fifteen minutes before the blast 

the first alert (the yellow one), which is a notice 

alert, will be alarmed. When all the mine is     

evacuated, the second alert (the red one), which is 

a warning alert, will be alarmed and the blast    

operation will start in a minute. 
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Figure 5. Personnel involved in the BMP of Gol-e-Gohar open pit iron mine. 

 

3.2 Post blast comment 

After blasting operation, the administrator of  

blasting workshop is required to ensure that all 

blocks have been blasted properly. He/she sends 

all the shotfirers toward their blocks to checkout if 

the patterns are acceptable. If not, i.e. if there are 

misfired holes in the pattern, they must defuse 

them. For this purpose, the hole must be            

uncharged from explosives, and then if the area is 

not safe, they should mark the place using danger 

tapes. The loading operation should not be done 

within 15 m around misfired holes, unless they are 

completely destroyed. 

     It should be noted that due to the extent of  

mining work and large numbers of blast blocks in 

Gol-e-Gohar open pit mine, sometimes it is      

necessary to execute the loading and transporting 

operations close to the blast blocks. In such cases, 

the trucks pass just behind each block. The      

blasting administrator is obliged to order the      

security unit to create a berm at a distance of 9 m 
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and 10 cm from the last rows of holes behind 

which the transportation routes are located. 

     Finally, the blasting administrator, after calling 

out all shotfirers on the accuracy of the blast and 

visiting all the patterns, will alarm the third alert 

(the white one) as a sign for the end of blasting 

operation. Thereafter, all the productive activities 

of the mine will resume. 

4 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In every mine, BMP is an essential issue which, 

beside its effectiveness in fragmentation, considers 

basic topics about controlling the complications or 

other blast outputs such as ground vibration,     

flyrock, air blast, noise, etc. Equally important, the 

BMP provides a fruitful interaction between the 

blasting unit and other basic sections such as     

design unit, security unit, management, etc. 

     The BMP is a priority in Gol-e-Gohar mine, 

because it makes it possible to consider several 

blast blocks simultaneously and to control seismic 

charge of the blocks near the Hematite plant. In 

this open pit mine, the BMP is acquired to design 

and execute a practical plan which sustains the 

minimum daily production of the mine, the      

provision of feeds for the plant, maintaining the 

desired standards of the plant, urge of blasting 

several blocks simultaneously and safety of the 

Hematite plant by controlling ground vibration 

and flyrock. Furthermore, due to the interaction 

between various units and controlling the blast  

operation checklists, the blast operation in each 

blast bock could be executed in a precise,         

systematic and safe manner. 

     In our case study, we provided a zoned         

operational seismic map of the whole area of the 

pit which illustrates the maximum permitted 

amount of explosives (ANFO or Emuline). Based 

on this operational map, we calculated the       

maximum amount of explosives in each delay. 

     In our investigation, ten blocks were blasted 

simultaneously. The sequence of block blasting 

was planned based on the access routes and ramps 

around each blast block, the location of drilling 

and loading machines, the number and the        

orientation of free faces of blast blocks, the        

situations and conditions of joint spacing, the   

orientations of fractures and the type of the blast 

system. 

     In our final report, which has already been   

presented in detail, we stated that the block 16-36 

is the nearest blast block to the Hematite plant 

(556m) which contains both ore and waste matters 

with a tonnage of 52,080, the Emuline is used in 

the initiation systems of NONEL and PPV 16 

mm/s. Furthermore, Block 7-645 is the farthest 

blast block from the Hematite plant (1,977 m) 

which is formed by soil with a tonnage of 30,132, 

and ANFO is used in a detonation cord initiation 

system and PPV 3 mm/s. 

     Implementing BMP in mines, in addition to 

achieving the desired results in blasting             

operations, can also lead to greater coordination 

with different sections of the mine. 
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